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Families of the Ming Dynasty

The year is 1620, wealth abounds in the coastal trading cities of the great Ming but 
rumors are rife that the Manchu may invade over the Great Wall and topple the 
empire.  Your family name is in jeopardy of being forgotten forever in the books of 
history.  Silver from Japan and the Americas is moving through merchant networks, 
and the Ming needs it to stabilize its currency.  To keep your family strong, build 
trading networks across the Dong Hai or Eastern Sea.  Sell rice, iron and silk from 
the ports you control, and bring silver back to the empire to gain greater leverage.  
Use the profits of trade to gain influence in the provinces of the Ming before crisis 
envelops them.   Look for the best exchange rate and accumulate good fortune as you 
attempt to survive and prosper through the unpredictable events that await you and 
your rivals.

COMPONENTS
  
• Game board of Selden’s map
• Event cards (7 Events, 3 Manchu Move)
• Fortune cards (64) 
• Player buildings (14 per player)
• 5 ships (1 per family)
• 24 port cards 
• 17 province cards 
• 1 dragon (the Manchu dragon)
• Silver pieces 
• Colored goods pieces (Gray: iron,  White: rice, Blue: silk) 
• 1 six-sided color die (for rolling for regions)
• 2 six-sided numbered (in Chinese) dice
• 5 pouches for storing silver
• 5 exchange rate legend cards
 

   INTRODUCTION
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   SET UP

Remove the three Manchu Move cards from the Event deck (the deck 
with the red dragon on the back) and set them aside.  Shuffle the Event 
cards and then separate these into two piles (one will have 4 cards and 
one will have 3).  Now, combine the Manchu Move cards with the pile of 
three Event cards and shuffle again.  Put this pile of six cards (the one with 
Manchu Move cards) on the bottom of the Event deck, and then place the 
remaining four Event cards on the top of the deck.  Place all of the cards on 
the Event deck spot         at the top of the board.

Shuffle the Fortune deck and place it face down on its spot          at the top 
of the board.

Place the Manchu dragon on its pre-invasion spot         marked by a small 
outline of a dragon.
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SET UP (cont’d)

Province cards should be placed face up at the side of the board, organized 
in three piles by color (white, light gray, and dark gray).

One player shuffles the Port cards and distributes cards to each player. 

Players place player buildings on the building spaces of the ports they con-
trol.  These correspond to the port cards each player has been dealt.
    The number of players determines the number of starting ports.
    • 3 players = 5 port cards each.  
    • 4 players = 4 port cards each.
    • 5 players = 3 port cards each.

Port cards that are not distributed are placed face up at the side of the board, 
to be purchased during play.

Players collect goods (rice, silk or iron) from each port they own.
• These are your starting goods that you may use on your turn.
• Goods production is displayed on the bottom of the port card and on the   
   board.   When a port produces, it produces two goods. So, each player
   takes two goods for each port he controls.
• Once goods are received they go into the player’s separate piles of goods     
(rice, silk or iron) to be used for exchanging for silver on future turns.

Each player chooses a starting position by placing his ship on one of the 
ports he controls. 

Each player takes 3 Fortunes from the top of the Fortune card deck.
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EVENTS & ROUNDS

The game takes place over several rounds (this will vary between 10 and 13 rounds depending on 
when the Manchu Move cards are drawn) marked by Event cards.  A round involves one player turn 
for each individual player.  Each new round, with the exception of the first, is marked by drawing an 
Event card before the player turns begin.  This can be done by the oldest player.
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Examples of the seven events that are shuffled with the three Manchu Move cards
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SET UP (cont’d) EVENTS & ROUNDS (cont’d)
• No Event card is drawn for the first round of the game.
• If the Event card requires rolling for a region, the player who turned the card over will also roll      
   the colored die.  For the duration of the round that region is under the effects of that event.
• If the card revealed is a Manchu Move card, that card will be placed face up under the Manchu dragon.

TRIGGERING THE MANCHU INVASION:
The last three rounds of the game are triggered once the third Manchu Move card is revealed from the 
top of the Event deck.   No more events will be played from the Event  deck once the invasion begins.

Reverse Turn Order: 
One the invasion begins (the Manchu move into Beijing), turn order reverses for the rest of the game. 
The player whose turn was last now gets to go first for the last three rounds, followed in order of players .   

2. Nanjing falls

In round 2 of the invasion, the Manchu dragon moves to Nanjing, and provinces in Zone 2 are no longer 
controlled and all associated privileges are lost.

3. FINAL ROUND - Fujian is captured

Finally, the dragon enters Fujian marking the last round of the game and conquering Zone 3 provinces. 
No players in the game retain privileges associated with the provinces.
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THE FINAL THREE ROUNDS: 

1. The Manchu invade Beijing  - 

At the beginning of this round, a player will move the 
Manchu dragon into Beijing, marking the start of the 
invasion.  Zone 1 provinces fall at this time and all 
cards and privileges associated with them are lost. 
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PLAYER TURN OVERVIEW

Each player gets one turn per round. A player can engage in the following activities:

ROLL FOR GOODS PRODUCTION

First, you MUST roll for goods production using the six-colored die.  Only ports in the region 
that are the same as the color rolled will produce at this time.  
• ALL players who control ports in the region rolled collect goods at this time, 
   regardless of whether it is their turn.

.   ONCE YOU CONTROL A PROVINCE:
 Once a player controls at least one province, he can take goods 
 awarded from his provinces after rolling for resources (*See “Controlling a Province”)

MOVE YOUR SHIP 

Next, you may move along a route up to three ports in any direction.  

Important: 
• This is the only time during the player’s turn when he may move his ship.  
• A player does NOT have to move.
• Once a player controls a Zone 3 province           he may move one extra port in any 
   direction for each Zone 3 province he controls.

PAY TOLLS

• If you choose to move your ship along a route that is connected by two ports under the control  
   of the same player, you will need to pay the other player a toll.  
• As payment for the toll the route owner may take one unit of any from the player. 
       • If you do not have any goods and you still wish to move on the route owner and the player may  
         negotiate another payment plan. 

RAID ANOTHER PLAYER’S PORT

If your ship is docked at another player’s port you may choose to raid this port.  

To attempt a raid a player must wager 1 unit of rice and 1 unit of iron. 
•  If you do not have any ports that produce iron and rice, you may still set a wager to raid.
 •  If you have no iron producing ports, you may wager a peasant revolt with 3 rice.
 •  If you have no rice producing ports, you may hire mercenaries for 2 iron.

Important: 
If you decide to raid another player’s port you must do so at this time. 
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Attackers can commit extra resources at this time:
•  For every unit of iron wagered an attacker gains +1 to his roll.
•  For every unit of rice wagered an attacker gains +1 to his roll, however this can be negated by      
the  defender commiting silk.

Defender can commit resources in response:
•  For every unit of iron committed a defender gains +1 to his roll.
•  Defenders can negate advantage gained through rice by committing silk. Each unit of silk ne       
gates advantage gained by a unit of rice. 

Adding Fortunes and abilities:
•  Attackers can commit Fortune cards and special abilities gained through provinces at this time.
•  Defenders can commit Fortune cards and special abilities gained through provinces at this time.

Dice roll:
•  Attacker rolls the two six-sided dice. The defender follows  by rolling both dice as well. 
•  Ties go to the defender.

If you DO NOT choose to RAID another person’s port you may do the following in any order: 

SELL GOODS 

  Players can sell goods for silver at any port, including those that are under control of other players, 
and those that have other player’s docked there. Sellers can sell goods for silver based on the ex-
change rate of the port’s region.
 

Important: 
Players can only sell iron at arsenals. Players can also sell rice or silk at 
an arsenal based on the exchange rate of its region.

Distribute goods wagered:
If the attacker gains control of the port, the wagered goods go to the bank and he can continue 
with his turn. If the defender retains control, the rice goes to the bank and half of the iron that 
was wagered goes to the defender. Defender gets extra iron if the wagered number is not even.

     PAY BOUNTY - Players that control an entire region (all ports of one color) can  take a bounty of  
     one good of the seller’s choosing at the time of the sale.
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Sumatra
& Western Java

Eastern Java
& The Spice Islands Gulf of SiamThe Easter Route

Dong Hai
(Eastern Sea) Malacca Straits

Important:  If a raider does not successfully take control of a port he may NOT sell goods on this turn.

Important:  Players can only sell up to 12 units total of any combination goods. 
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Instead of moving to a port and selling goods, a player may move between three adjacent ports 
to Fujian province. If he has enough silver (the cost is labeled on the board and the province 
card) he can pay the bank for any province that is not controlled by another player.

PURCHASING A PROVINCE

PURCHASE FORTUNE CARDS
At the end of your turn you may purchase up to 2 Fortune cards.

Important: 
•  A Fortune card can only be purchased with 2 different goods (e.g. 1 rice + 1 silk).
•  Players can purchase up to 2 Fortune cards per turn. 
•  Purchasing Fortunes marks the end of a player’s turn. 
•  Players cannot use a Fortune when it is purchased.
•  There is no hand limit for Fortunes.

 
Players who control a Zone 1 province can store silver at the end of their turns
until the Manchu invasion (the third Manchu Move card is revealed).

Players who control Zone 2 provinces can store silver at the end of the first    
round of the Manchu invasion (When the Manchu are in Beijing and Zone 1   
has been toppled).

Players who control Zone 3 provinces can store silver at the end of the second  
round of the Manchu invasion (When the Manchu are in Nanjing and Zone 2   
has been toppled). 

 STORE SILVER IF YOU CONTROL CERTAIN PROVINCES   

Important: 
•  Players cannot sell goods on a turn that they are purchasing a province.
•  Players can purchase up to 2 provinces per turn.
•  The same rules for movement apply (up to three spots) when moving to Fujian.
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PURCHASE CONTROL OF A PORT 
If a port is not under the control of another player it may be purchased for 2 silver at any time 
during a player’s turn until he purchases Fortune cards.

USE FORTUNE CARDS  
Players can use up to 2 Fortune cards per turn.  

[Short Play Vs. Long play] 
Each Fortune card is marked with a lable regarding the length of time the card can be used. 
[Short play] means that it may only be used once and then be discarded. [Long play] cards 
can be used for an extended period of time until the condition for that card changes. For 
example, a card that adds special goods to a specific port each time that port produces goes 
away once the port is taken by another player.  
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THE MANCHU INVASION

CONTROLLING A PROVINCE

 STORE SILVER IF YOU CONTROL CERTAIN PROVINCES   

•  Once a player controls a province, he may take the goods that it produces at the beginning of his
    next turn and at the start of every turn thereafter until the Manchu invade that territory.

•  Once a player controls a province he may apply the abilities he has gained (attack & movement) 
    on his turn. He may also use the Zone 1 defense capability when he is attacked on another player’s 
    turn. 

•  A player who controls a province may under certain circumstances be able to store silver at the   
    end of his turn (see “Player turn overview”).

•  Players lose control of their provinces once the Manchu invade the zone that the province is 
    located within.

MANCHU INVADE BEIJING:

On the first round of the Manchu invasion Zone 1 provinces collapse and players who controlled 
them can no longer receive the extra defense bonus, the production of goods or silver, or the ability 
 to store silver.
 

Players who control Zone 2 provinces can store silver at the end of their turns in this round.  

Players who control Zone 3 provinces can store silver at the end of their turns in this round.  
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NANJING IS TAKEN:

On the second round of the invasion provinces in Zone 2 fall, and players who controlled them 
no longer receive the extra attack bonus, the production of goods or silver, or the ability to store 
silver

FUJIAN FALLS:

The last round of the game occurs when Zone 3 falls. Players can no longer receive the extra 
movement, the production of goods or silver, or the ability to store silver. 

Important: 
Players CANNOT store silver in the final round of the game.
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END OF GAME

After the final round of the game players add up their routes, ports, regions under control, 
stored silver, fortunes and goods and translate these into influence points. The player with the 
most influence points is the winner.

TRANSLATING SILVER, GOODS , PORTS, ROUTES &  FORTUNES INTO 
INFLUENCE POINTS

Controlled or owned at the end of the game         Influence points
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All ports in the same color region

A route

A port

One stored silver

Two unstored silver

Five of the same good

Three unused fortune cards
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REFERENCE
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Arsenals  

Bounties

Combat/Raiding another player’s port 
 

Marked by two swords and two guns, arsenals are the only ports  (with the exception 
of a warzone create by a war event) where players can sell iron. Iron sells at arsenals 
at a rate of 2 iron for 1 silver. There are five designated Arsenals: Siam, Kedah, Aceh, 
Banda, and Ternate & Tidore.

If a player controls all of the ports in one region (all ports of one color), he has the 
right to take a bounty of one good from a player that is selling at any of his ports. 
The seller can choose which good (rice, silk or iron) the other player may take. 

Engaging another player

A player can engage in combat with another player to take control of a port. In order to engage 
in a raid, a player must have his ship docked at the port he wishes to take control of.

Putting up a wager

A player cannot attack without placing a wager. A player will need to wager one iron and one 
rice to attack another player’s port. If a player has no iron producing ports, he may wager a 
peasant revolt with three units of rice. If a player has no rice producing ports he may hire mer-
cenaries for 2 iron.

Adding goods to gain advantage

For each unit of iron an attacker adds to a wager he gains +1 to his attack. Each unit of rice 
adds +1, which can be negated by a defender with a unit of silk. Defenders can add iron to 
counter the attacker, and can add silk to negate the advantage gained through rice. 

Applying fortune cards before combat

Certain Fortune cards can be used by attackers to add to their attack rolls. Other Fortune cards can 
be used by defending players to increase the value of their rolls. Players must put these cards up after 
each has waged their goods and before either player rolls.

Using special abilities by controlling a province

Attacking players that control Zone 2 provinces can add 1 point to their dice roll for every zone 2 
province they control. 

Defending players that control Zone 1 provinces can add 1 point to their dice roll for every zone 1 
province they control. 
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Rolling Dice

The attacking player begins by rolling 2 six-sided dice. The defender rolls second. Any points gained 
from provinces or fortune cards are added once dice are rolled. 
•  Ties go to the defender

Outcome - Attacker wins 

If the attacker wins the battle, both the rice and the iron are discarded.  The defender relinquishes 
his Port card to the attacker and removes his building from the port on the board. The new port 
owner puts his building on the spot. The attacker may continue with his
turn, selling his goods and then purchasing Fortune cards.

Outcome - Attacker loses but wishes to keep attacking

If the attacker loses the challenge, he may continue to engage in combat if he has enough rice and 
iron to wager.  In this case, the rice from each attack goes back to the rice pile and the iron remains 
waiting its fate. If he continues to lose and runs out of iron and/or rice he must forfeit all of the iron 
to the defending player. He may not exchange goods, but may use Fortune cards and purchase 
Fortune cards.

Outcome - Attacker loses (all battles)

If the attacker loses, all iron that was wagered goes to the defending player for his troubles. If the 
attacker only wagered rice, the defender does not get anything. Losing raiders do NOT get to sell
their goods after a failed raid attempt. However, they may use Fortune cards and purchase Fortune 
cards.

Events

Events take place at the beginning of each round with the exception of the first round. An Event 
card is revealed from the Event card deck and that event is put into play for the entire round. A 
round is completed when every person has one turn. 

Regional events

Some events require the rolling of the colored die to determine a region that will be affected by the 
event for the entire round. These include: Famine, War and Hongmao Blockade.  When the event 
Coastal Defense occurs, players who control provinces do not receive goods produced on their turns 
during that round.  Players are also unable to purchase control of provinces during the round when 
this event occurs. 
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Disaster

The Disaster card is unique because players are required to roll one six-sided numbered die on their 
turns. After rolling for goods, a player will roll the six-sided numbered die. The number that the 
player rolls determines how many goods the player must forfeit. Players can choose to give up any 
of their goods to meet the requirement. 

Manchu Move

There are three Manchu Move cards distributed amongst the bottom three Event cards in the Event 
card deck. When a Manchu Move card is revealed it is placed under the Manchu dragon. No events 
occur during a round when a Manchu Move card is revealed. When the third Manchu Move card is 
revealed, the Manchu invasion is initiated at the beginning of the next round. No more Event cards 
will be used for the rest of the game.
    
Exchange rates

There are six trading regions, each designated by a unique color. Each region has its own exchange 
rate, reflecting its distance from the mainland and the commodities and goods that are most valued 
in that location. Exchange rates can be found on the map and on the legend cards. Arsenals retain 
the exchange rate of their region for silk and rice.

Fortune Cards

There are 64 different Fortune cards, each based upon the 64 unique hexagrams of the Yijing. For-
tunes provide players ability, power and protection to be used against rivals and unforeseen circum-
stances. 

Purchasing Fortune cards

Fortune cards can be purchased with any two goods as long as they are different (for instance one 
unit of rice and one unit of silk). A player can purchase up to two Fortune cards per turn. Purchas-
ing Fortune cards marks the end of a player’s turn. 

Using Fortune cards

Players can hold as many Fortune cards as they wish in a hand, and should not reveal a Fortune 
until they choose to use it. A player can use two Fortune cards on a turn,  but cannot use a Fortune 
that he has purchased on that turn. He must wait until the next turn.

Defensive Fortune cards

Some [Short play] fortune cards can be used by players on another player’s turns when a player who 
holds these cards is attacked. Players can use as many of these defense cards as they wish to protect 
themselves or change their fate on their turn. Players can only use [Long play] defensive cards on 
their own turn.
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Fortune cards for special circumstances 

A few Fortune cards provide players with the ability to use Fortunes at other times during the game. 

These cards include:

 Shihe | Bite Together    “Reverse any action of one player on the unanimous vote of all 
 other players. The vote must be taken after the card is played on another player’s turn. ” 
 Note: Players can choose any method for taking a vote.

 Tai | Peace  “Play during a battle between two other players. Negotiate a successful peace   
 and all three players receive 2 goods of your choosing if the battle is called off.”
 Note: This card should be used when one player is attempting to raid another player’s port.

 Weiji | Ferrying Incomplete  “Help defend another family against an attack adding +2 to   
 their roll. Get 1 silver if they keep their port or get the goods waged if they lose it.”
 Note: This card should be used when one player is attempting to raid another player’s port.

Short play, Long play and End of Game

Every Fortune card contains one of the following descriptions about when it can be played. 

[Short play] informs the card holder that he may only use the card once. The card must then be dis-
carded. Only defensive [Short play] cards can be played to protect a player when it is not their turn.

[Long play] lets the player use the card over time. These cards can only be played during the turn of 
the player who holds them.

[End of game] should be used at the time that player’s are counting up influence points.

Manchu Invasion

Manchu invade Beijing

The Manchu invasion begins when the third Manchu Move card is revealed. The Manchu dragon 
should be moved into Beijing. This will mark the final three rounds of the game, and the end of 
Zone 1 province control. All players who controlled Zone 1 provinces lose them and all special 
abilities from them at this time. During this round, players who control Zone 2 provinces may 
store silver on their turns. Players who control Zone 2 and Zone 3 provinces may still use their 
abilities and receive goods or silver produced from these provinces at this time.
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Manchu invade Nanjing

On the second to last round of the game the Manchu dragon should be moved into Nanjing. Zone 
2 provinces will be forfeited at this time, including the goods produced and abilities once granted 
by them. During this round, players who control Zone 3 provinces may store silver on their turns. 
Players who control Zone 3 provinces may also continue to get goods or silver from them and to 
use their extra movment ability.

Manchu invade Fujian

In the final round of the game the Manchu dragon should be moved into Fujian. Zone 3 provinces 
will be forfeited at this time. No players get extra goods, have special abilities or have the ability to 
store silver during this round.

Provinces

The Ming Empire contains seventeen “provinces,” (the fifteen of the Ming along with Liadong and 
Korea), which players can purchase influence over. Players gain many benefits for making this 
investment, including guaranteed goods on their turns, special abilities and the ability to store silver 
at specific points in the game.

Purchasing a province

To purchase a province, a player may do this by moving to Fujian and paying silver to gain con-
trol over a province.  Once he does this, that province will remain under his influence until it falls 
during the Manchu invasion. A player may purchase up to two provinces on a turn. He may not sell 
his goods on a turn that his ship is docked at Fujian. 

Benefits of controlling a province:

1) At the beginning of each turn (beginning after the province is purchased) the province 
     produces for the player.
     • Players can collect until the Manchu invade that province’s region.

2) Each province grants players special abilities. 

    • Zone 1 provinces  =  +1 defense
      For every Zone 1 province under control add 1 to a dice roll 
      when your port is raided by another player.

    • Zone 2 provinces  =  +1 attack 
       For every Zone 2 province under control add 1 to your dice roll 
       when raiding another player’s port.

    • Zone 3 provinces  =  +1 movement
       For every Zone 3 province under control, player has the option 
       to move 1 extra port space during the movement phase of a turn.
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3) Players can store silver during specific rounds of the game.

     • Players who control a Zone 1 province can store silver at the end of their turns until the   
       Manchu invasion (the third “Manchu Move” card is revealed).
     • Players who control Zone 2 provinces can store silver at the end of the first round of the 
       Manchu invasion (when the Manchu are in Beijing and Zone 1 has been toppled).
     • Players who control Zone 3 provinces can store silver at the end of the second round of the   
        Manchu invasion (when the Manchu are in Nanjing and Zone 2 has been toppled). 

Ports

There are twenty-four ports divided into six regions. Each region is defined by a color, which 
represents a specific exchange rate. Each port produces two goods (rice, iron and/or silk) for the 
player that controls it each time the region that it is in is rolled by any player at the beginning of his 
turn.  Each unoccupied port costs two silver to purchase control of it. Ports are worth 1 influence 
point at the end of the game. 

Routes

Routes are the black lines connecting two ports. Ships may only follow routes for movement. 
When one player controls two adjacent ports (in any regions) connected by a route that player may 
take tolls from any player attempting to pass his ship through that route.

If a player controls Fujian and controls any ports connected to Fujian, he may also take a toll when 
a player moves to Fujian. 

Storing Silver

Players who control provinces may store silver on their turns (see “Provinces” for specific rules). 
Storing silver removes it from the economy so it can no longer be used by the player. However, it 
also protects it from being stolen from other players. Stored silver is worth two influence points at 
the end of the game. 

Tolls

If  a player chooses  to move his ship through a route that is connected by two ports under the con-
trol of the another player,  the player moving through the route will need to pay the other player a 
toll.  
• As payment for the toll the route owner may take one unit of any from the player. 
• If the player does not have any goods, he may pay 1 silver. If he does not have silver or  goods  to  
   compensate the route owner, he may negotiate another payment plan. He may offer fortune   
   cards or future goods or silver.
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